The book entitled "Viscoelastic behavior of rubbery materials" by C. M. Roland interprets the term "rubbery materials" in a general sense and consequently deals with a broad class of materials. It comprises not only traditional rubbers and related (bio-)polymeric networks, but includes also polymer blends, liquid crystals and liquid crystal elastomers and even simple liquids in their glassy states.
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The book entitled "Viscoelastic behavior of rubbery materials" by C. M. Roland interprets the term "rubbery materials" in a general sense and consequently deals with a broad class of materials. It comprises not only traditional rubbers and related (bio-)polymeric networks, but includes also polymer blends, liquid crystals and liquid crystal elastomers and even simple liquids in their glassy states.
The book starts with an introduction to some basic facts and concepts that are needed throughout the following chapters: basics of viscoelasticity, different types of relaxations and linear response relations. While most readers probably would expect to encounter next rubbers themselves and polymeric networks, the author starts off with a discussion of the cooperative and general glassy behavior in diverse system, not only glassy polymers but even molecular glasses. The intriguing mechanical and viscoelastic behavior of these materials is described using several experimental results. Even if the "rubbery" aspect does not always become fully clear, these considerations are certainly very interesting in their own right. In chapter three, the dynamics of polymer chains is described. In particular the Rouse model of polymer solutions is presented as well as the reptation model of polymer melts and several of its more recent refinements.
A number of experimental results and comparisons with theoretical predictions are presented in order to illustrate success and shortcomings of the theories. The chapter ends with an interesting survey of the role of polymer diffusion for adhesive properties and a surprisingly short note on gelation. Polymeric networks and their constitutive modeling arguably form the central part of this book. Emphasize is paid to phenomenological and constitutive modeling, where also nonlinear effects including strain-reversal is included. But also more microscopic chain models are treated like the traditional affine and phantom networks. In addition, more recent developments on constraint models are included as well. The interpretation of the elastic response of polymer networks touches upon the discussion of glassy relaxation, since the nodes of the network are considered as constraints that lead to frustration of intermolecular interactions.
Finally, there is also a section devoted to alternative network structures like interpenetrating, bimodal, and miscible networks. Other "rubbery" materials are treated thereafter: polymer blends, liquid crystals and liquid-crystalline elastomers, and bioelastomers. The latter, for example, is presented in a concise form and gives a nice overview of several of the remarkable elastic properties not only of the popular spider silk, but also of elastin, fibrin and other proteins. The book ends with a short chapter on confinement effects on polymer dynamics, in particular thin films. These confinement effects are claimed to be relevant for the important role that fillers play in reinforcing rubbers.
The general point of view on "rubbery" behavior that is advocated here makes this book special. It is illuminating to follow the author pointing out similarities in different materials and related approaches. The drawback of the general scope is, however, that details often have to be omitted. To compensate for this, the author in most cases provides brief but concise hints and references to the relevant literature. Sure enough, a treatment of such a broad subject not only has to omit details but also has to omit several aspects and developments. Here, the choice has been made to skip modern theoretical approaches to random polymer networks and the vulcanization transition. Also more specialized topics such as magnetic elastomers are missing. The result of this is a very readable presentation of viscoelastic behavior with an emphasis on the phenomenology and an understanding of its molecular basis. According to the author's own aims, this book wants to emphasize anomalous viscoelastic behavior and to point out problematic issues in order to stimulate future research. The book by C. M. Roland accomplishes these worthily objectives to an astonishingly large extend. 
